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Urban/r&b pop enriched with contemporary gospel and inspirational messages of God. 12 MP3 Songs

GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: Erica D. Edmonds is a

beautiful young lady with a unique vocal sound. Erica started singing as early as three years old. She

sang her first solo at the age of five in the church. Erica has had experience singing with numerous

groups, both church and secular. She has even been apart of different dance groups. She was one the

original members of Spirit of Praise, which features Lamar Campbell, of the EMI Gospel label. Erica has

done her share of studio work working in Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Atlanta and Nashville. Studio work is

where Erica has gained much insight in the music business. Over the years Erica has become an

awesome writer. Erica has opened for Karen Clark Sheard and Kurt Carr, just to name a couple. As Erica,

continued to grow in her music, she has had the desire to do something to build the Kingdom and edify

God. Erica wanted her music to reach the masses. She yearns to help young people live for Christ. She

desires to help young people deal with the problems they are encountering in today's world. Look for

Erica's new video from this project called "A Psalm" airing now on cable video. Also, from Erica's debut

project, look for "Psalm 145" written and produced by Rev. Pheldon "Jay" Majors, to be recorded "live"

(April 25, 2003) on the 70th Annual National Convention of Choirs and Choruses, founded by Thomas A.

Dorsey project, to be released August 2003. On this project, her first, she has written the lyrics on seven

of the ten songs. She also opens and closes her CD with some poetry from her heart. Erica really enjoys

expressing herself. When asked, "how do you feel about your music?" Erica's response was "Music is my

soul. GOD said, put your delight in HIM and HE will give you the desires of your heart. I delight in serving

HIM and I desire to use my gifts to inspire people and magnify HIM." This CD really has something on it
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for every person who listens to music. The message is one that is very positive and touching. Erica teams

up with the experience of former musical director for THE SPINNERS, Rodney Stepp, to produce some

unique musical pieces. Erica and Rodney really set the pace keeping in the mission of the label, HIGHER

POWER RECORDS, GOD'S music for ALL GOD'S people.
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